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Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 marks 

SECTION A — (5 × 8 = 40 marks) 

Answer any FIVE questions. 

All questions carry equal marks. 

1. Distinguish between money market and capital 

market. 

 £na\¢øu ©ØÖ® ‰»uÚa \¢øuUS® Cøh÷¯ 
÷ÁÖ£kzxP. 

2. State the characteristics features of a capital 

market. 

 ‰»uÚa \¢øu°ß ]Ó¨¤¯À¦PøÍU SÔ¨¤kP. 

3. Explain the promotional assistance undertaken by 

IDBI. 

 C¢v¯ öuõÈÀ ÁÍºa] Á[Q°ß ÷©®£õk 
EuÂ°øÚ  ÂÍUSP. 

4. What is foreign exchange market and what are its 

functions? 

 £ßÚõmk ©õØÖa \¢øu GßÓõÀ GßÚ? Auß 
£oPøÍ ÂÁ›. 
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5. What is meant by bank rate? Explain the 

operations of the bank rate and its importance. 

 Á[Q Ãu® GßÓõÀ GßÚ? Á[Q Ãu 

|øh•øÓ°øÚ²® ©ØÖ® Auß 

•UQ¯zxÁzøu²® ÂÍUSP. 

6. “The scope for merchant banking is great in 

India”. Discuss. 

 “C¢v¯õÂÀ EÒÍ ÁºzuP Á[QPÒ ÁÍºa]US AvP 

AÍøÁ Esk” Gß£øu ÂÁ›. 

7. Show the classification of Indian financial markets 

in the form of a chart and explain the features of 

each market. 

 C¢v¯ {va\¢øu°ß ¤›ÄPøÍ Áøµ£h® ‰»® 

PõmkP ©ØÖ® JÆöÁõ¸ \¢øu°ß C¯À¦PøÍ 

ÂÁ›. 

8. Put forth arguments for and against fixed Vs 

floating exchange rate. 

 {ø»¯õÚ ©ØÖ® ªuøÁ ©õØÖ Ãuzvß 

BuµÁõPÄ® ©ØÖ® Gvº©øÓ¯õPÄ® EÒÍ 

ÁõuzvøÚ u¸P. 
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SECTION B — (3 × 20 = 60 marks) 

Answer any THREE questions. 

All questions carry equal marks. 

9. Classify the various financial intermediaries 

functioning in the Indian Financial System and 

bring out their features. 

 C¢v¯ {v°¯À •øÓ°À EÒÍ £À÷ÁÖ {v°¯À 

CøhzuµPºPÎß £oPøÍ ÁøP¨£kzv ©ØÖ® 

AÁØÔß ]Ó¨¤¯À¦PøÍ ÂÁ›. 

10. Discuss the various components of a money 

market and bring out their features. 

 £na\¢øu°ß £À÷ÁÖ ‰»UTÖPøÍ ÂÁ›zx 

Auß ]Ó¨¤¯À¦PøÍ öÁÎUöPõnºP. 

11. Narrate the few schemes of UTI. 

 ²Ûm iµìm B¨ C¢v¯õÂß ]» vmh[PøÍ B´Ä 

ö\´P. 

12. Discuss about the various lending operations of 

the IMF in detail. 

 £ßÚõmk £n{v°ß £À÷ÁÖ ÁÇ[PÀ •øÓ°øÚ 

Â›ÁõP ÂÁ›. 
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13. Discuss the effectiveness of open market 

operations as a method of credit control. 

 Phß Pmk¨£õmk •øÓ°À vÓ¢u \¢øu 
|øh•øÓ°ß ]Ó¨¦PøÍ ÂÁ›. 

———————— 


